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Introduction

DNS security extensions, DNSSEC, defined in RFCs 4033-4035 [1-3], provide a means to authenticate the origin of resolution 
data within DNS and to verify the integrity of that data. It enables resolvers to validate that the resolution data received for 
a given zone was indeed published by the corresponding zone administrator and was not tampered with en route. Thus, 
DNSSEC provides a means to detect packet interception, message ID guessing, and cache poisoning attacks. In fact, 
DNSSEC was acknowledged as the only comprehensive solution to the highly publicized Kaminsky cache poisoning DNS 
protocol vulnerability in 2008 [4]. This white paper provides a high level overview of how DNSSEC works and the basic 
administrative requirements for configuring and managing DNSSEC configurations.
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DNSSEC Overview

DNSSEC utilizes asymmetric cryptography, also known as public key cryptography, which provides for digital signatures to 
secure DNS resolutions. Digital signatures provide a means for the recipient of a given set of data to verify the integrity of 
that data and to authenticate the origin of the data; i.e., to confirm that it was actually sent by the claimed data sender. In the 
context of DNS, this assures the resolver that the zone publisher indeed published the resolved data and that the data is 
accurate as published on the server.

DNSSEC does not change the DNS resolution process: the resolver queries DNS root servers, down the domain tree to 
an authoritative DNS server, which ultimately resolves the DNS query.  But DNSSEC adds signature data in the form of 
additional resource records, and enables validation of signatures using the domain tree as the signature trust model as 
we’ll explain.

Successful validation of DNSSEC queries requires two key ingredients:

Note that we use the term “resolver” in this discussion to refer to the resolver function residing on the caching or recursive 
server as shown in Figure 1. The recursive DNS server is queried by end clients or stub resolvers. This approach reduces 
the scope of DNSSEC validation configuration to recursive DNS servers without necessarily impacting end user clients’ 
resolver configurations.

The first ingredient requires a DNS zone administrator to implement DNSSEC zone signing procedures described in this 
white paper. Zone signing does not change DNS resolution data, it simply supplements it with signature and related data. 
This enables non-DNSSEC validating resolvers to successfully resolve data. But administering signed zones does not stop 
with the initial zone signing. Like passwords, signatures must be updated periodically, so DNSSEC requires an ongoing 
administrative effort to maintain signed zones.

The second ingredient requires resolver configuration with DNSSEC parameters including trusted keys which are used to 
validate received DNSSEC-signed resolution data. When so configured, the recursive DNS server will indicate its ability 
to process DNSSEC resolution data by setting the “DNSSEC OK” bit in the DNS Extensions header. An authoritative DNS 
server will ignore this bit if it has not been configured with signed zones. 

Without both ingredients, a signed zone and a validating resolver, a DNS query and resolution functions as it does without 
DNSSEC, i.e., in “insecure” mode. Only when both ingredients are configured for a given query will DNSSEC processing 
ensue.

Figure 1: Basic Elements of DNS Resolution

DNSSEC signed zones feature digital signatures published alongside resolution data. The signature is used by a validating 
resolver to verify the integrity of the resolution data that it signs and that the resolution data was indeed published by the 
owner or administrator of the zone file. In order to verify (1) the data using (2) its signature, a third piece of information is 
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Figure 2: Basic Processing for Signature Generation and Verification

They all share a common owner (www.cygnalabs.com.), class (IN) and type (A). These records form the RRSet data to be 
signed, e.g., in Figure 2*. This data is hashed to form a unique string which is computationally easier to process. This hash is 
then signed cryptographically with the zone’s private key to produce a signature. The signature for each RRSet is published 
within the zone file in the form of a RRSIG resource record. In addition to defining the signature and related information 
for the RRSet, the RRSIG record indicates the inception and expiration time of the signature itself, the algorithm used to 
produce it, and an identifier for the private key used to perform the signing.

From the resolver’s perspective, the resolved information (e.g., the answer to the query: {www.cygnalabs.com, IN, A}) 
comprises the desired data while the RRSIG provides the corresponding digital signature. The third component, the public 
key corresponding to the signing private key, is published in the zone file in the form of the DNSKEY resource record. 
The DNSKEY RRSet is also retrieved by the resolver or included by the resolving authoritative server in the original query 
response. 

Moving to the right of Figure 2, on the receiving end, the retrieved public key (DNSKEY) is applied to the signature (RRSIG) 
to essentially reverse the signature process. The resulting data hash is compared to a hash of the resolved RRSet data 
retreived in the query; if it matches, the signature is confirmed and the resolution is deemed secure. Once confirmed, 
the resolver can be assured that the data integrity is intact and that it was signed with a private key corresponding to the 
retreived public key.

Once the resolution data has been received and its signature validated via the zone’s public key, the only remaining 
question is: “do you trust this private/public key pair?” An attacker who is able to respond to a particular query from a 
resolver before the “real” server does can use his own private/public key pair to produce DNSKEY and RRSIG records in 
the response to the resolver. If the response matches the query {name, class, type} plus the UDP port and transaction ID 
match, all made easier via the Kaminsky vulnerabillity, the resolver will consider the response valid. If the data is signed and 
the signature corresponds to the public key, the data may be considered authentic.

www.cygnalabs.com.  86400 IN  A  192.0.2.58

www.cygnalabs.com.  43200 IN  A  195.51.100.202

www.cygnalabs.com.  86400 IN  A  203.0.113.147

required: the public key that corresponds to the private key used by the zone administrator to originally sign the data. 
Hence the term asymmetric key pair cryptography: the private key and public key form a key pair but they are not identical. 
But the keys comprising a key pair are mathematically “bonded.” The digital signature generation and verification process 
is depicted in Figure 2.

To sign a zone, the zone administrator generates a key pair: the private key to sign the zone data and the corresponding 
public key which is published within the zone file. The zone is not signed as a single glom of data; each resource record set 
(RRSet) is individually signed. An RRSet is the set of resource records within the zone file with identical owner name, class, 
and resource record type values. Hence the following three resource records comprise an RRSet:

* Technically these records are appended to the RRSIG record Rdata field less the signature to form the data to be hashed.
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To avert this situation of an imposter signator, the resolver must be configured with one or more trusted keys or trust 
anchors. The trusted key is a copy of the trusted zone’s public key. Having developed a trust relationship with the given 
zone administrator outside the bounds of the DNS protocol, a copy of the administrator’s key can be configured in the 

Trusted Keys
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Zone administrators must change keys periodically to reduce the chance of key compromise, much like changing your 
password provides a “moving target” for attackers. Changing a ZSK affects intra-zone validation only which has relatively 
limited impact. But rolling a KSK has wider ranging impacts. Each time a KSK trust anchor key is changed, each trusting 
recursive server configuration must be updated with the zone’s new trusted key.*

DNSSEC also supports authenticated denial of existence of queried zone data. Consider an attacker responding with 
“NXDOMAIN” (query data not found) for a query which in fact has a legitimate RRSet. Such a response could effectively 
render the destination unresolvable and thus unreachable from the resolver’s perspective. The use of “Next Secure” 
resource records facilitate denial of queried RRSet existence by enumeration of the “next” secure (signed) resolution data 
(RRSet) within the zone file in canonical order. 

The “Next Secure” resource records are published in the zone file as either NSEC resource records which indicate the 
“next” cannonically ordered RRSet owner name verbatim or as NSEC3 resource records, which link hashed RRSet owner 
names to deter zone footprinting via simple RRSet enumeration by following NSEC records. These NSEC/NSEC3 records 
are themselves authenicated by virtue of being signed by the zone’s private key and thus also have corresponding RRSIG 
records.

Initial DNSSEC operational experience [6] has led to the recommendation that two keys be used per zone: a zone signing 
key (ZSK) and a key signing key (KSK). One of the benefits of this approach is that it streamlines the complex key rollover 
process as discussed in the next section. At this point, suffice it to say that the ZSK is used to sign the data within the zone 
and the KSK is a longer term key that signs the ZSK (and itself). This allows for the efficiency of shorter ZSK key lengths 
for faster validation using the ZSK, while providing more secure (longer) though more processing-intensive KSK keys to 
validate ZSK signatures.  The use of two keys also helps with key rollover.

Both the ZSK and KSK are each comprised of a public and private key pair. The private keys are used to sign zone 
information and must be secured, ideally on a secure server or host. The corresponding public keys are published within 
the zone file as DNSKEY records. The flags field within the Rdata portion of the DNSKEY record indicates whether the 
corresponding public key is a ZSK or a KSK.

The public KSK of the highest (within the domain tree, i.e., the root) trusted zone is the trusted key configured in each 
recursive server and authenticates that zone and any descendant zones within the chain of trust. As a trust anchor within a 
resolver or recursive server configuration, this key is also sometimes referred to as a Secure Entry Point (SEP) into the DNS. 

Key Rollover

Authenticated Denial of Existence

Key and Zone Signing Keys

recursive or caching server. Following the resolution process described above, the recursive server can validate the data 
using the signature and the zone’s public key. If the recursive server “knows” this key, the data is considered secure and 
trusted. 

Does this mean I need a copy of every zone’s public key? Fortunately, no. The term trust anchor refers to a given point in 
the domain tree where a trust relationship has been established and a copy of the corresponding domain’s public key is 
trusted. This trusted domain can vouch for its signed child domains, who can in turn vouch for their child domains and so 
on. Hence, a resolution deep in the domain tree can ultimately be trusted due to this chain of trust up the domain tree to 
an “upstream” trust anchor. I don’t need every zone’s key, just the trust anchor’s, which can be used to validate its signed 
decendent domains. 

The Internet root zone and many of its children domains, the top-level domains (TLDs) have already been signed so for the 
most part, the “Internet chain of trust” anchors at the root zone. This vastly simplifies the configuration of your rescursive 
servers by simply requiring configuration of the root zone’s public key, which can then be used to validate resolutions within 
the chain of trust from the authoritative zone up to the root zone trust anchor. And ongoing maintenance of trusted keys is 
minimal thanks to RFC 5011 [5] as we’ll describe in the Administrative Tasks section.

Analagous to a parent zone referring resolvers down the domain tree using name server (NS) resource records to link the 
domain tree, the Delegation Signer (DS) record within a parent zone file authenticates its child zone’s public key, thereby 
linking the parent-child zones in a chain of trust. The chain of trust may be extended to descendant zones using DS records 
on the “parent” side of each link to enable the trust anchor to validate its decendants.
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The dual-signature method, depicted in Figure 4, is applicable to KSK rollover and entails introducing a new KSK while 
retaining the current KSK, then signing the zone using both KSKs. You might think this process would excessively increase 
the size of the zone file as “double signing” renders two RRSIG records for each RRSet, one per signing key. However, the 
KSK generally signs only the DNSKEY RRSet to validate [itself and] the ZSK, so this RRSet would be the only one with a 
signature for each KSK. 

This dual KSK signing of the ZSK enables validation of the ZSK and zone data signed by the ZSK using either KSK as a 
zone trust anchor. The twist is that the KSK is used by the parent zone administrator to publish the DS record linking the 
chain of trust from the parent zone to your zone. Therefore, when you introduce a new KSK, you must communicate the 
corresponding public KSK to the parent zone administrator. The parent zone administrator then creates their DS record with 
a hash of your KSK to peform the linkage. You can publish either a Child DS (CDS) or Child DNSKEY (CDNSKEY) resource 
record to enable your parent zone administrator to query for KSK changes. Of course, you have no control over when your 
parent zone administrator will introduce the new DS record corresonding to your new KSK so you should query the parent 
zone for its presence. The general rule of thumb is to await a time interval greater than twice the TTL of the parent zone 
DS record before removing the old KSK from the zone. Then the zone should be re-signed with only the new KSK (e.g., at 
time t1 in Figure 4).

* More likely for a non-trust anchor KSK, the parent zone must be updated with a new DS record referencing the new KSK and signed with its own key.

Figure 3: Pre-Seed Rollover Approach [7]

time

t0 t1 t2

ipamworlwide.com zone file
KSK 6082
ZSK 14522

ipamworlwide.com zone file
KSK 6082
ZSK 14522
ZSK 28004

ipamworlwide.com zone file
KSK 6082
ZSK 14522
ZSK 28004

ipamworlwide.com zone file
KSK 6082

ZSK 28004

Due to the manner in which zone data is distributed and maintained in the global DNS system via zone transfers from 
master to slave servers and caching of zone data in recursive servers and resolvers, flash cutting of keys is not practical. 
Publishing a new key while simultaneously removing the formerly active key will result in recursive servers attempting to 
validate zone data based on old keys (slaves not yet zone transferred) or failing to validate signatures created using the 
new key by applying the old (cached) key. Hence the process of key rollover provides for this relatively slow key data 
distribution process.

Two common forms of rollover are the pre-seed method and the dual-signature method. The pre-seed method, illustrated 
in Figure 3, is typically applied to ZSK rollover. The pre-seed method calls for the publication of a new ZSK (key id=28004 
in Figure 3) within a zone while the zone data is still signed with the current ZSK (key id=14522) as indicated at time t0 in 
Figure 3. This allows the new ZSK to be distributed to server and resolver caches during the normal resolution process. 

Then at time t1, the new ZSK is used to sign zone data as indicated by the “pen” graphic. The old ZSK should be retained 
in the zone file as resolvers having both ZSKs cached, will be able to trust previoulsy validated signatures signed using 
the old key. Then at time t2, the old ZSK can be removed, completing the rollover. Guidelines for time intervals are that t1 
– t0 should be a time interval exceeding the TTL of the DNSKEY RRSet for the zone, while t2 – t1 should be a time interval 
exceeding the maximum TTL of all RRSets for the zone.

Figure 4: Dual Signature Approach [7]

time

t0 t1

ipamworlwide.com zone file
KSK 6082
ZSK 14522

ipamworlwide.com zone file
KSK 6082
ZSK 70810
ZSK 14522

ipamworlwide.com zone file
KSK 6082
ZSK 14522
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While the public key of the cryptographic key pair is published in the zone file, the private key must be kept secure. Should 
a third party obtain the private key, the party may effectively impersonate the zone, using the valid private key to sign bogus 
zone resource records to provide validatable falsified resource records. Therefore, private keys must be protected from 
compromise.  At the same time the private key must be accessible during the process of zone signing. 

Many implementations feature deployment of Hardware Security Modules (HSMs) which may be in the form of an HSM card 
installed in the DNS server or of a network-attached HSM appliance.The HSM is responsible for the secure storage of the 
private keys used for zone signing. The PKCS#11 (Public Key Cryptography Standard #11) crypto API is used between the 
DNS server and the HSM to perform zone signing functions, without exposing the key outside the confines of the HSM. 

Should a private key be compromised, immediate action must be taken to “repossess” the zone. For a compromised ZSK, 
the impact is constrained to the zone itself. A new ZSK should be created, the private key used to sign the zone, and the 
public key published in the zone. Ideally, the compromised key may also be published though not used to sign, and it must 
be in a revoked state, as indicated by the revoke flag of the corresponding DNSKEY resource record. The revoked ZSK if 
published along with the new ZSK must be signed with the zone’s KSK.

Compromise of a KSK private key is more menacing. In addition to revoking the compromised KSK and publishing and 
signing with a new one, the parent zone administrator must update its DS record pointing to the zone as soon as possible. 
This step reverts the chain of trust to the new KSK, orphaning the compromised KSK. Due to the immediacy of action 
required due to its wide-ranging impact, the documentation of an emergency KSK rollover policy should be documented 
and agreed with the parent zone administrator.

Private Key Security
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The authoritative server administrator must perform the following tasks when signing zones. ISC BIND version 9.16 and 
above have implemented dnssec-policy and auto-dnssec configuration options to automate much of these steps below as 
well.

Authoritative Server Administration

Configuration of DNSSEC requires a different set of administrative tasks for different servers depending on respective 
server roles, i.e., authoritative vs. caching/recursive. Many organizations will start with signing their external (Internet-facing) 
DNS zones. This authoritative information can be signed to protect resolvers around the world from being misdirected to 
imposter web sites or email hosts.  

Conversely, securing information resolved by recursive servers on behalf of internal users requires a different set of 
configuration steps. As DNSSEC validators, these servers need to be configured with information necessary to securely 
resolve internal and external IP information. As such, configure these servers to process secure resolution using trusted 
keys to verify corresponding signature and key data.

This section highlights the key tasks required of DNS administrators for managing DNSSEC for servers by server role.

DNSSEC Administrative Tasks

• Define and document policies for:

• Define which zones are to be signed

• For each zone to be signed, create key pairs for the KSK and the ZSK. Secure the private key for each key pair type 
possibly with deployment of an HSM(s).

• Include the public keys within the zone file (cut and paste or include the key files)

• Sign each zone

• Define dynamic update policy – accept none, accept under update-policy, etc.

• Define DNS server parameters for handling DNSSEC; for example for BIND, the following may apply.*

Documentation of these policies is not only good network administration practice but also helps with assuring consistent 
performance of infrequently executed tasks like key rollover.

 � zone signing regarding number of keys, key lengths, algorithms and signature validity timeframes

 � key rollover policies defining the planned rollover intervals per zone type  as well as rollover strategy per key 
type (ZSK vs. KSK) as well as the use of manual or automated KSK trust anchor rollover 

 � secure publication of the KSK trust anchor for trusting recursive server administrators for initial key state (and 
subsequently manually rolled trusted KSKs)

 � emergency KSK trust anchor rollover policies

 � dnssec-enable – configures the server to perform DNSSEC processing

 � dnssec-dnskey-kskonly – defines whether only the KSK should sign the DNSKEY RRset or if the DNSKEY RRSet 
should be signed by both the KSK and ZSK

 � dnssec-loadkeys-interval – specifies the interval between checks for new keys or changes in key timing metadata

 � disable-algorithms – disables the specified DNSSEC algorithm(s) when processing queries for the specified 
domain and its subdomains

 � dnssec-secure-to-insecure – allows the DNSKEY record(s) to be deleted in signed zone(s), rendering them 
unsigned (insecure).
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 � dnssec-update-mode – configures automated signing of new or changed resource records and automated 
resigning of RRSets when nearing signature expiration

 � filter-aaaa-on-v4 break-dnssec — argument if applicable

 � key-directory – the directory pathname in which public and private key files are stored on the server

 � random-device – defines the device or file used as a source of entropy or random data primarily for DNSSEC 
operations such as key generation

 � sig-validity-interval — defines the expiration date, as the number of days in the future, for DNSSEC signatures 
automatically generated for dynamic updates to a secure zone.

 � update-check-ksk — this option dictates whether a zone KSK should be used to sign all resource records or just 
the DNSKEY RRset (default).

 � For ZSKs, roll keys according to policy (e.g., pre-seed every 30-90 days)

 � For KSKs, roll keys according to policy (e.g., dual-signature every 6-24 months)

 � auto-dnssec –  this option defines the degree of automation for BIND’s automated DNSSEC key and signature 
management features introduced in BIND 9.7.0.

 � bindkeys-file – this option applies if using DNSSEC lookaside validation (DLV) and specifies the corresponding 
DLV trusted key file.

 � dnssec-accept-expired — instructs the server to accept expired signatures for DNSSEC validation

 � dnssec-enable — configures the server to perform DNSSEC processing

 � dnssec-lookaside — Specifies parameters for DNSSEC Lookaside Validation (DLV).

 � dnssec-must-be-secure — specifies a domain (including subdomains) that must provide secure resolution

 � dnssec-validation — configures the server to perform DNSSEC validation

 � dns64 break — dnssec argument if using DNS64 to dictate handling of signature records when generating AAAA 
records

 � For each trusted zone, determine whether the zone administrator uses manual or automated trust anchor update and 
obtain a copy of any emergency rollover procedure documents

• Manage key rollover in accordance with your rollover policy

• Configure the DNS server to protect against other forms of attacks with allow ACLs, TSIG keys for zone transfers, 
updates and notifies, and other server-provided security measures as appropriate.

• Monitor servers for status and load.

• Monitor signed zones – periodically “dig” zones for DNSKEY RRSet and other “random” resolutions

• Define and document secure resolution configuration information; for example*:

• Manage trust anchor rollover

 ♦ Generate new DS record corresponding to the new KSK DNSKEY record and communicate to the parent 
zone administrator, optionally via publication of CDS and/or CDNSKEY records in the zone.

 ♦ Or if a trust anchor, communicate the KSK public key to trusting recursive server administrators unless 
using automated rollover

Configuration of internal caching servers that resolve queries from Internet DNS servers require consideration of the 
following tasks. As of ISC BIND version 9.16, many of these parameters are provided by default, simplifying the configuration 
somewhat.

Recursive/Caching Server Administration
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• Configure the DNS server to protect against other forms of attacks with allow-* ACLs, TSIG keys for queries, etc., and 
other server-provided security measures.

• Monitor servers for status and load along with BIND’s dnssec logging category events.

Most administrators have a mix of signed and unsigned zones. Having the ability to manage all of these zones and 
corresponding resource records using one tool can provide time savings, training reduction and efficiencies with data 
consistency. A centralized IP address management solution such as IPControl™ from Cygna Labs Diamond IP can help you 
manage all domain information centrally, as well as associated IPv4 and IPv6 address plans and DHCP.

The trust anchor (trusted key) update process can be performed manually be editing the recursive server’s trusted keys, 
or with BIND 9.7.0  and above, automatically using DNS. This automation enables the trust anchor (root) zone administrator 
to add a new key to be used in the future. The new key will be considered valid as long as it is signed with the currently 
trusted key(s) for the zone. Keys may also be revoked using this automated method, which can also save time and maual 
effort reconfiguring trusted keys. Revoked keys must likewise be signed with the current trust anchor key(s). 

RFC 5011 [5] defines a key lifecycle, which validating resolvers can follow simply by querying the root zone periodically. 
In this manner, the recursive server can automatically update its trust anchor without manual intervention. BIND 9.7.0 and 
above implements this automation using the managed-keys statement in the named.conf configuration file.

DNS Administration

* Such as allow-query, allow-query-cache, allow-transfer, allow-notify, etc.

* For details about each of these BIND options per BIND version, please refer to http://www.ipamworldwide.com/bind-options.html

 � For each trusted zone, determine the means for communicating the initial and ongoing (for manual updates) trust 
anchor update

 � If manual update, monitor for trust anchor updates and perform the given steps if manual update is in place upon a 
zone’s trust anchor rollover
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The IPControl system from Cygna Labs Diamond IP is a powerful, flexible, and scalable IP address management solution 
that provides centralized management of overall IPv4 and IPv6 address space as well as distributed DNS and DHCP server 
configurations. The IPControl system can be deployed as software installed on your hardware natively or pre-installed 
on our family of Sapphire appliances. Sapphire appliances are available as secure purpose-built hardware platforms or 
as virtualized systems instantiable within private or public clouds. You can mix and match deployments with software and 
Sapphire appliance installations, and you can also manage native Microsoft, Cisco, and ISC DHCP and DNS servers.

IPControl provides an intuitive web user interface and and robust REST API, both of whichfacilitate a disciplined top-down 
IP management approach. Address blocks may be defined and allocated automatically within the system and individual 
IP addresses or pools can be assigned in the system manually or using templates to promote assignment consistency 
save time and prevent duplicate assignments. The IP addressing information can be leveraged to deploy corresponding 
address pools to DHCP servers operating in the network. Corresponding IP address assignments can also be associated 
with automatically generated resource records which also can be deployed to distributed DNS servers throughout your 
network. This functional DHCP, DNS, IPAM (DDI) integration can save time and provide a consistent management plan 
for your network.  DNS domains and resource records can also be managed outside the scope of the IP address plan if 
preferred. 

In either case, DNS configuration information can be deployed to a variety of DNS servers. IPControl provides full configuration 
of ISC BIND DNS configuration via the innovative DNS option dictionary, which provides named.conf, zone and view option 
definitions for various versions of BIND. This in itself is a major time saver if you have multiple server versions deployed. 
This also enables you to leverage IPControl to configure a variety of servers, from authoritative, caching, hidden, even 
internal root servers. The web graphical interface reduces configuration errors and promotes consistency. Administrator 
controls also provide the means to delineate administrator or role access to certain DNS management functions, domains, 
DNS servers, and approvals for DNS resource records updates. Audit reports also enable tracing of the history of a given 
resource record for example, in terms of tracking record creation, modification(s), deletion, approval(s) and rejection(s).

The Sapphire Sx series of appliances provides fully automated key generation, zone signing, and zone maintenance 
functions. Sapphire Sx series appliances are available in two hardware platforms, Sx20 and Sx10D, and corresponding 
virtual models for VMware, KVM, HyperV, Xen, AWS, Azure, GCP and Oracle Cloud. Sx appliances are generally deployed as 
primaries for given signed zones, and stock DNS servers or appliances can serve as authoritative secondaries, responding 
to resolvers with signed RRSets. Sx appliances may also be deployed in a redundant primary/secondary configuration to 
provide resiliency and to ease failover without flash zone resigning

Zones that are to be signed and unsigned can all be deployed to the Sapphire Sx appliance to initiate the automated zone 
signing and maintenance functions for zones designated for signing. The Sapphire Sx20 has a dedicated login account to 
minimize exposure to critical DNSSEC signing and key policies. This simplifies many of the administrative tasks required for 
authoritative servers, including ZSK and KSK key creation, zone signing and key rollover. Once configured, the Sx appliance 
will govern according to these policies to automate these tedious yet critical operations of key generation, signature 
refresh, and key rollover. In addition, Sapphire Sx appliances support the PKCS#11 crypto-API to support storage of private 
keys on an external hardware security module. This option provides an added layer of key security for the Sapphire Sx 
authoritative DNSSEC solution.

DNSSEC Solutions from Cygna Labs Diamond IP
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Figure 5: Example deployment for centralized management of Sapphire Sx appliances
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DNSSEC provides valuable origin authentication, authenticated denial of existence of zone data and end-to-end data 
integrity validation to mitigate DNS cache poisoning attacks. As we have discussed in this white paper at a high level, DNSSEC 
requires extensive configuration and ongoing management. Use of the IPControl centralized IP address management 
solution saves time and increases efficiencies. The IPControl Sapphire Sx20 appliance automates authoritative DNSSEC 
setup and management tasks and provides a secure user interface with which to configure this automation. And with full 
BIND options support, configuration of automatically rolling trust anchors streamlines management tasks for DNSSEC-
validating recursive servers. Together, IPControl and the Sapphire Sx20 enables you to “set and forget” your authoritative 
and recursive DNSSEC management policies.

Please visit us at https://www.cygnalabs.com for more information and to schedule a demonstration of Cygna Labs Diamond 
IP DNSSEC solutions.

Conclusion
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